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A pest control newsletter from FlyCo the Green Pesty.

WELCOME!
Introducing the FLY EXPRESS, our very own
Newsletter which will hit your inbox the start
of each season (we are a little late with this one
- sorry).
Seeing this is the first one we have done we
thought we would give you an overview of the
season to date. In a nutshell, its been a strong
year for fly and spider populations. The
extended drought conditions have seen the fly
populations increase at a rapid rate. Flies
breed a lot faster in weather conditions over 36
degrees and our rural families have been
inundated with these sticky critters with some
needing treatment more regular than past
years. Food venues have also seen an
inundation of flies finding their ways into their
premises, with many opting to use commercial
traps as well.

Many proactive people have already been calling up
to have their house booked in for baiting before the
cooler months come.
Our rodenticide is very low in toxicity , eliminating
the risk to your pets and wildlife
If you would like to have your house pre-baited
before the rodent onslaught, please call the office
and we can arrange for this to happen.
I would also like to extend a thank-you to all our
loyal and wonderful customers for your continued
support. We love providing you with a safe, enviro
friendly pest control solution that is safe for you and
your family.

The extreme heat has also ‘flushed’ out a lot of
spiders from trees and gardens. With many
needing shelter from the heat and finding
themselves under your verandah's and chairs
trying to keep cool.
We should see a reduction of flies and spiders
over the next few weeks to months as the
weather cools off in the autumn and winter –
this however will bring about an increase in
rodent activity. Yes, we get rid of one, only for
another to start.
As the cooler months prevail, there will be a
decrease in food sources available for rodents.
This will force them to travel for food, with
many finding their way to your home, which
will have an abundance of different food
sources, not to mention a nice and warm
environment for them to stay in.
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Fully enclosed rodent bait box, key locked and tamper
resistant
Ants are still marching......
This extended warm weather has resulted in a influx of
ants. If you are having ant trouble, take advantage of
our Monthly special and book in your house for a FlyCo
treatment and we will treat your ants for free!

SOCIAL CORNER
We have a new segment called "So
Josh" - if you have a burning question,
you would like answered, we will send
Josh off to answer it. Answers uploaded
Monday each week to facebook.

